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Twentieth century detective Isaac Bell takes on the world of warfare when America’s naval
research and development experts begin to die one by one in this #1 New York Times-
bestselling historical action adventure. 1908 marks a year of ever-escalating international
tension as the world plunges toward war. And with America on the brink, it comes as a
devastating blow to learn of the apparent suicide of one of the United States’ most brilliant
battleship-gun designers. The death becomes a media sensation, and the man’s grief-stricken
daughter turns to the legendary Van Dorn Detective Agency to clear her father’s name. Van
Dorn puts his chief investigator on the case, and Isaac Bell soon sees that the clues point not
to suicide, but to murder. As Bell notices more suspicious deaths among the nation’s sharpest
technological minds, he begins to suspect the work of an elusive spy somehow connected to a
top-secret project called Hull 44. But that is just the beginning. As the intrigue deepens, Bell will
find himself pitted against German, Japanese, and British spies, in a mission that
encompasses dreadnought battleships, Teddy Roosevelt’s Great White Fleet, Chinatown, Hell’s
Kitchen, and the Brooklyn Navy Yard. Isaac Bell has certainly faced perilous situations before,
but this time it is more than the future of his country that’s at stake—it’s the fate of the world.
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DAUGHTER1MARCH 17, 1908WASHINGTON, D.C.THE WASHINGTON NAVY YARD SLEPT
LIKE AN ANCIENT city guarded by thick walls and a river. Old men stood watch, plodding
between electric time detectors to register their rounds of factories, magazines, shops, and
barracks. Outside the perimeter rose a hill of darkened workers’ houses. The Capitol Dome and
the Washington Monument crowned it, glittering under a full moon like polar ice. A whistle
moaned. A train approached, bleeding steam and clanging its bell.U.S. Marine sentries opened
the North Railroad Gate.No one saw Yamamoto Kenta hiding under the Baltimore and Ohio
flatcar that the locomotive pushed into the yard. The flatcar’s wheels groaned under a load of
fourteen-inch armor plate from Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. Brakemen uncoupled the car on a
siding, and the engine backed away.Yamamoto eased to the wooden crossties and stone
ballast between the rails. He lay still until he was sure he was alone. Then he followed the
tracks into the cluster of three-story brick-and-iron buildings that housed the Gun
Factory.Moonlight lancing down from high windows, and the ruby glow of banked furnaces
illuminated an enormous cavern. Traveler cranes hulked in shadows overhead. Colossal fifty-
ton dreadnought battleship guns crowded the floor as if a fiery hurricane had leveled a steel
forest.Yamamoto, a middle-aged Japanese with threads of gray in his shiny black hair and a
confident, dignified manner, wove a purposeful route through the watchmen’s prescribed paths,
examining gun lathes, machines for rifling, and furnaces. He paid special attention to deep
wells in the floor, the brick-lined shrinking pits where the guns were assembled by squeezing
steel jackets around fifty-foot tubes. His eye was sharp, refined by similar clandestine “tours” of
Vickers and Krupp—the British and German naval gun factories—and the Czar of Russia’s
ordnance plants at St. Petersburg.An old-style Yale lock secured the door to the laboratory
storeroom that dispensed supplies to the engineers and scientists. Yamamoto picked it open
quickly. Inside, he searched cabinets for iodine. He poured six ounces of the shiny blue-black
crystals into an envelope. Then he scrawled “crystal iodine, 6 ounces” on a requisition sheet
with the initials “AL” for the Gun Factory’s legendary chief designer, Arthur Langner.In a distant
wing of the sprawling building, he located the test caisson where armor experts simulated
torpedo attacks to measure the awesomely magnified impact of explosions underwater. He
rummaged through their magazine. The sea powers locked in the international race to build
modern dreadnought battleships were feverishly experimenting with arming torpedoes with
TNT, but Yamamoto noted that the Americans were still testing formulations based on
guncotton propellants. He stole a silk bag of Cordite MD smokeless powder.As he opened a
janitor’s closet to filch a bottle of ammonia water, he heard a watchman coming. He hid in the
closet until the old fellow had shuffled past and disappeared among the guns.Swift and silent,
Yamamoto climbed the stairs.Arthur Langner’s drawing loft, which was not locked, was the
workshop of an eccentric whose genius spanned war and art. Blueprints for stepped-thread
breeches and visionary sketches of shells with smashing effects as yet unheard of shared the
workspace with a painter’s easel, a library of novels, a bass violin, and a grand
piano.Yamamoto left the Cordite, the iodine, and the ammonia on the piano and spent an hour
studying the drafting tables. “Be Japan’s eyes,” he preached at the Black Ocean Society’s spy
school on the rare occasions that duty allowed him home. “Take every opportunity to observe,
whether your ultimate mission is deception, sabotage, or murder.”What he saw frightened him.
The 12-inch guns on the factory floor could throw shells seven miles to pierce ten inches of the
newest face-hardened side armor. But up here in the drawing loft where new ideas were



hatched, the Americans had preliminary sketches for 15-inch guns and even a 16-inch,
seventy-foot-long monster that would hurl a ton of high explosives beyond the curve of the
Earth. No one knew yet how to aim such a weapon when the distances were too great to
gauge range by “spotting” the splashes of near misses. But the bold imagination that
Yamamoto saw at work warned him it was only a matter of time before America’s “New Navy”
invented novel concepts for fire control.Yamamoto stuffed a wad of paper money in the gun
designer’s desk—fifty twenty-dollar U.S. gold certificates—considerably more than what one of
the arsenal’s skilled workmen earned in a year.Already the U.S. Navy was third only to
England’s and Germany’s. Its North Atlantic Fleet—brazenly rechristened the “Great White
Fleet”—was showing the flag in a swaggering voyage around the world. But Britain, Germany,
Russia, and France were not America’s enemies. The true mission of the Great White Fleet
was to threaten the Empire of Japan with naked steel. America aimed to command the Pacific
Ocean from San Francisco to Tokyo.Japan would not allow it, Yamamoto thought with a prideful
smile.It was only three years since the Russo-Japanese War spawned in blood a new master
of the Western Pacific. Mighty Russia had tried to strong-arm Japan. Today the Empire of
Japan occupied Port Arthur. And Russia’s Baltic Fleet lay under three hundred feet of water at
the bottom of the Tsushima Strait—thanks in no small part to Japanese spies who had
infiltrated the Russian Navy.As Yamamoto closed the drawer on the money, he had the eerie
sensation of being watched. He looked across the desk into the bold gaze of a beautiful
woman whose photographic portrait stood in a silver frame. He recognized Langner’s dark-
haired daughter and admired how faithfully the photographer had captured her compelling
eyes. She had inscribed it in a flowing hand “For Father, the ‘gunner’ who ‘dreads
nought’!”Yamamoto turned his attention to Langner’s bookshelves. Bound volumes of patent
applications vied with novels for the space. The applications filed recently had been written on
a typewriter. Yamamoto pulled volume after volume, working his way back to the last year that
applications were submitted in longhand. He spread one on the designer’s desk, then chose a
sheet of paper from a side drawer and a Waterman fountain pen with a gold nib. Referring
repeatedly to the sample of handwriting, he forged a brief, incoherent letter. Ending it with the
words “Forgive me,” he scrawled Arthur Langner’s signature.He took the iodine and the
ammonia into the gun designer’s washroom. With the butt of his Nambu pocket pistol he
crushed the iodine crystals on the marble washstand and brushed the resultant powder into a
shaving mug. He wiped the gun clean with the washroom towel, leaving a purplish smear on
the cloth. Then he poured ammonia onto the iodine powder, stirring with Langner’s toothbrush
until he had a thick paste of nitrogen iodide.He propped open the lid of the grand piano,
reached into the narrow end farthest from the keyboard, and smeared the paste on the closely
bunched strings. After it dried, the explosive concoction would become unstable and extremely
sensitive to impact. A gentle vibration would set off a loud bang and a flash. Alone, the
explosion would damage little beyond the piano. But as a detonator, it would be deadly.He
placed the silk sack on top of the cast-iron frame, immediately above the strings. The sack
contained enough Cordite MD smokeless powder to propel a twelve-pound shell two
miles.YAMAMOTO KENTA LEFT the Gun Factory the way he had entered, his eyes still
stinging from the ammonia. Suddenly, things went wrong. The North Railroad Gate was
blocked by an unexpected burst of late-night activity. Switch engines were huffing gondola cars
in and out, attended by a horde of brakemen. He retreated deeper into the arsenal, past the
powerhouse, through a maze of roads, buildings, and storage yards. Orienting himself by the
powerhouse smokestacks and a pair of experimental radio-antenna towers silhouetted against
the moonlit sky, he crossed a park and gardens bordered by handsome brick houses in which



slept the families of the commandant and officers of the yard.The ground rose higher here. To
the northwest he glimpsed the Capitol looming over the city. He saw it as yet another symbol of
America’s fearsome might. What other nation could have erected the largest cast-iron dome in
the world at the same time they were fighting a bloody Civil War? He was almost to a side gate
when a sentry surprised him on a narrow path.Yamamoto had just enough time to back into a
hedgerow.His capture would disgrace Japan. He was ostensibly in Washington, D.C., to help
catalog the recent contribution of the Freer Collection of Asian art to the Smithsonian
Institution. The front allowed him to mingle with the Diplomatic Corps and powerful politicians,
thanks to their wives who fancied themselves artists and hung on his every word about
Japanese art. Genuine experts at the Smithsonian had caught him off base twice already. He
had blamed gaps in his hastily learned knowledge on a poor command of English. So far, the
experts accepted the excuse. But there would be absolutely no plausible explanation for a
Japanese curator of Asian art caught prowling the Washington Navy Yard at night.The
watchman came up the path, boots crunching on gravel. Yamamoto backed in deeper, drawing
his pistol as a last resort. A gunshot would rouse Marine guards from their barracks at the main
gate. Deeper he pushed, feeling for an opening in the branches that would lead out the other
side.The watchman had no reason to look into the hedgerow as he plodded by. But Yamamoto
was still pushing backward against the springy branches, and one snapped. The watchman
stopped. He peered in the direction of the sound. In that instant the moon bathed both their
faces.The Japanese spy saw him clearly—a retired sailor, an “old salt,” supplementing his
meager pension with a night watchman’s job. His face was leathery, his eyes bleached by years
of tropical sunlight, his back stooped. He straightened up at the sight of the slender figure
hiding in the hedge. Suddenly galvanized, the pensioner was no longer an old man who should
have called for help but was hurled back to his time as a long-limbed, broad-shouldered “blue
jacket” in the full tide of life. A strong voice that once carried to the mast tops demanded, “What
the devil are you doing in there?”Yamamoto wormed out the back of the hedge and ran. The
watchman pushed into the hedge and got tangled in it and roared like a bull. Yamamoto heard
answering shouts in the distance. He changed course and raced along a high wall. It had been
raised, he had learned while preparing for his “tour,” after looters invaded when the Potomac
River flooded the yard. It was too high to scale.Boots pounded on gravel. Old men shouted.
Electric flashlights flickered. Suddenly he saw salvation, a tree standing near the wall. Digging
his india-rubber crepe soles into the bark, he shinnied up the trunk to the lowest branch,
climbed two higher, and jumped onto the wall. He heard shouts behind him. The city street
below was empty. He jumped down and cushioned a hard landing with flexed knees.AT
BUZZARD POINT, near the foot of 1st Street, Yamamoto boarded an eighteen-foot motorboat
powered by a two-horse Pierce “Noiseless.” The pilot steered into the current and down the
Potomac River. A shroud of surface mist finally closed around the boat, and Yamamoto exhaled
a sigh of relief.Huddling from the cold in the cubby under the bow, he reflected upon his close
call and concluded that his mission had suffered no damage. The garden path where the night
watchman had almost caught him was at least a half mile from the Gun Factory. Nor did it
matter that the old man had seen his face. Americans were contemptuous of Asians. Few could
distinguish between Japanese and Chinese features. Since immigrants from China were far
more numerous than those from Japan, the watchman would report an intrusion by a despised
Chinese—an opium fiend, he thought with a relieved smile. Or, he chuckled silently, a nefarious
white slaver lurking to prey on the commandant’s daughters.Five miles downriver, he
disembarked in Alexandria, Virginia.He waited for the boat to depart the wooden pier. Then he
hurried along the waterfront and entered a dark warehouse that was crammed with obsolete



naval gear deep in dust and spiderwebs.A younger man whom Yamamoto had labeled,
scornfully, “The Spy” was waiting for him in a dimly lit back room that served as an office. He
was twenty years Yamamoto’s junior and ordinary-looking to the point of being nondescript. His
office, too, held the outdated paraphernalia of earlier wars: crossed cutlasses on the walls; a
Civil War-era Dahlgren cast-iron, muzzle-loading cannon, which was causing the floor to sag;
and an old 24-inch-diameter carbon arc battleship searchlight propped behind his desk.
Yamamoto saw his own face mirrored in its dusty eye.He reported that he had accomplished
his mission. Then, while the spy took notes, he related in precise detail everything that he had
seen at the Gun Factory. “Much of it,” he said in conclusion, “looks worn out.”“Hardly a
surprise.”Overworked and underfunded, the Gun Factory had produced everything from
ammunition hoists to torpedo tubes to send the Great White Fleet to sea. After the warships
sailed, it forwarded train-loads of replacement parts, sights, firing locks, breech plugs, and gun
mounts to San Francisco. In another month the fleet would recuperate there from its fourteen-
thousand-mile voyage around South America’s Cape Horn and refit at the Mare Island Naval
Shipyard to cross the Pacific.“I would not underestimate them,” Yamamoto retorted gloomily.
“Worn-out machines are replaceable.”“If they have the nerve.”“From what I saw, they have the
nerve. And the imagination. They are merely catching their breath.”The man behind the desk
felt that Yamamoto Kenta was possessed—if not unhinged—by his fear of the American Navy.
He had heard this rant before and knew how to change the subject by derailing the Jap with
lavish praise.“I have never doubted your acute powers of observation. But I am awed by the
range and breadth of your skills: chemistry, engineering, forgery. In one fell swoop you have
impeded the development of American gunnery and sent their Congress a message that the
Navy is corrupt.”He watched Yamamoto preen. Even the most capable operative had his
Achilles’ heel. Yamamoto’s was a self-blinding vanity.“I’ve played this game a long time,”
Yamamoto agreed with false modesty.In fact, thought the man behind the desk, the chemistry
for the nitrogen iodide detonator was a simple formula found in The Young Folks Cyclopaedia
of Games and Sports. Which was not to take away from Yamamoto’s other skills, nor his broad
and deep knowledge of naval warfare.Having softened him up, he prepared to put the Jap to
the test. “Last week aboard the Lusitania,” he said, “I bumped into a British attaché. You know
the sort. Thinks of himself as a ‘gentleman spy.’”He had an astonishing gift for accents, and he
mimicked, faultlessly, an English aristocratic drawl. “‘The Japanese,’ this Englishman
proclaimed to all in the smoking room, ‘display a natural aptitude for espionage, and a cunning
and self-control not found in the West.’”Yamamoto laughed. “That sounds like Commander
Abbington-Westlake of the Admiralty’s Naval Intelligence Department, Foreign Division, who
was spotted last summer painting a watercolor of the Long Island Sound that just happened to
contain America’s latest Viper Class submarine. Do you suppose the windbag meant it as a
compliment?”“The French Navy he penetrated so successfully last month would hardly call
Abbington-Westlake a windbag. Did you keep the money?”“I beg your pardon?”“The money
you were supposed to put in Arthur Langner’s desk. Did you keep it for yourself?”The Jap
stiffened. “Of course not. I put it in his desk.”“The Navy’s enemies in Congress must believe
that their star designer, their so-called Gunner, was guilty of taking a bribe. That money was
vital to our message to the Congress to make them wonder what else is rotten in the Navy. Did
you keep the money?”“I should not be surprised that you would ask such a degrading question
of a loyal associate. With the heart of a thief you assume that everyone is a thief.”“Did you keep
the money?” the spy repeated. A physical habit of maintaining utter stillness masked the steely
power of his compact frame.“For the last time, I did not keep the money. Would you feel more
secure if I swore on the memory of my old friend—your father?”“Do it!”Yamamoto looked him



full in the face with undisguised hatred. “I swear on the memory of my old friend, your father.”“I
think I believe you.”“Your father was a patriot,” Yamamoto replied coldly. “You are a
mercenary.”“You’re on my payroll,” came the even colder retort. “And when you report to your
government the valuable information you picked up in the Washington Navy Yard’s Gun Factory
—while working for me—your government will pay you again.”“I do not spy for the money. I spy
for the Empire of Japan.”“And for me.”“GOOD SUNDAY MORNING TO all who prefer their
music minus the sermon,” Arthur Langner greeted his friends at the Gun Factory.Rumpled in a
baggy sack suit, his thick hair tousled and bright eyes inquisitive, the Naval Ordnance Bureau’s
star designer grinned like a man who found interest in all he saw and liked the strange bits
most of all. The Gunner was a vegetarian, an outspoken agnostic, and devoted to the theories
of the unconscious mind put forth by the Viennese neurologist Sigmund Freud.He held patents
for an invention he named the Electrical Vacuum Cleaning Machine, having hitched his fertile
imagination to a heartfelt notion that science-based domestic engineering could free women
from the isolation of housework. He also believed that women should have the right to vote,
work outside the home, and even practice birth control. Gossips smirked that his beautiful
daughter, who ran with the fast set in Washington and New York, would be a prime
beneficiary.“A one-man lunatic fringe,” complained the commandant of the navy yard.But the
chief of Naval Ordnance, having observed Langner’s latest 12-inch/.50 caliber gun shoot up his
Sandy Hook Atlantic Test Range, retorted, “Thank God he works for us instead of the
enemy.”His Sunday-morning chamber musicians, a ragtag mix of Gun Factory employees,
laughed appreciatively when Langner joked, “Just to assure any eavesdropping blue noses that
we’re not complete heathens, let’s start with ‘Amazing Grace.’ In G.”He sat at his grand
piano.“May we please have an A first, sir?” asked the cellist, an expert in armor-piercing
warheads.Langner lightly tapped middle A, to which note the strings could tune their
instruments. He rolled his eyes in mock impatience as they fiddled with their tuning pegs. “Are
you gentlemen cooking up one of those new atonal scales?”“One more A, if you can spare it,
Arthur. A little louder?”Langner tapped middle A harder, again and again. At last the strings
were satisfied.The cellist began the opening notes of “Amazing Grace.”At the tenth measure,
the violins—a torpedo-propulsion man and a burly steamfitter—took up “once was lost.” They
played through and began to repeat.Langner raised his big hands over the keys, stepped on
the sustain pedal, and lofted “a wretch like me” on a soaring G chord.Inside the piano,
Yamamoto Kenta’s paste of nitrogen iodide had hardened to a volatile dry crust. When Langner
fingered the keys, felt hammers descended on G, B, and D strings, causing them to vibrate. Up
and down the scale, six more octaves of G, B, and D strings vibrated sympathetically, jolting
the nitrogen iodide.It exploded with a sharp crack that sent a purple cloud pouring from the
case and detonated the sack of Cordite. The Cordite blew the piano into a thousand slivers of
wood and wire and ivory that riddled Arthur Langner’s head and chest, killing him instantly.2BY
1908, THE VAN DORN DETECTIVE AGENCY MAINTAINED a presence in all American cities
of consequence, and its offices reflected the nature of each locality. Headquarters in Chicago
had a suite in the palatial Palmer House. Dusty Ogden, Utah, a railroad junction, was served by
a rented room decorated with wanted posters. New York’s offices were in the sumptuous
Knickerbocker Hotel on 42nd Street. And in Washington, D.C., with its valuable proximity to the
Department of Justice—a prime source of business—Van Dorn detectives operated from the
second floor of the capital city’s finest hotel, the new Willard on Pennsylvania Avenue, two
blocks from the White House.Joseph Van Dorn himself kept an office there, a walnut-paneled
den bristling with up-to-date devices for riding herd on the transcontinental outfit he
commanded. In addition to the agency’s private telegraph, he had three candlestick telephones



capable of long-distance connections as far west as Chicago, a DeVeau Dictaphone, a self-
winding stock ticker, and an electric Kellogg Intercommunicating Telephone. A spy hole let him
size up clients and informants in the reception room. Corner windows overlooked the Willard’s
front and side entrances.From those windows, a week after Arthur Langner’s tragic death at
the Naval Gun Factory, Van Dorn watched apprehensively as two women stepped down from a
streetcar, hurried across the bustling sidewalk, and disappeared inside the hotel.The
intercommunicating phone rang.“Miss Langner is here,” reported the Willard’s house detective,
a Van Dorn employee.“So I see.” He was not looking forward to this visit.The founder of the Van
Dorn Detective Agency was a heavily built, bald-headed man in his forties. He had a strong
Roman nose, framed by bristling red whiskers, and the affable manner of a lawyer or a
businessman who had earned his fortune early and enjoyed it. Hooded eyes masked a
ferocious intelligence; the nation’s penitentiaries held many criminals gulled into letting the big
gent close enough to clamp on the handcuffs.Downstairs, the two women riveted male
attention as they glided through the Willard’s gilt-and-marble lobby. The younger, a petite girl of
eighteen or nineteen, was a stylishly dressed redhead with a vivacious gleam in her eyes. Her
companion was a tall, raven-haired beauty, somber in the dark cloth of mourning, her hat
adorned with the feathers of black terns, her face partially veiled. The redhead was clutching
her elbow as if to give her courage.Once across the lobby, however, Dorothy Langner took
charge, urging her companion to sit on a plush couch at the foot of the stairs.“Are you sure you
don’t want me to come with you?”“No thank you, Katherine. I’ll be fine from here.”Dorothy
Langner gathered her long skirts and swept up the stairs.Katherine Dee craned her neck to
watch Dorothy pause on the landing, turn back her veil, and press her forehead against a cool,
polished marble pillar. Then she straightened up, composed herself, and strode down the hall,
out of Katherine’s sight and into the Van Dorn Detective Agency.Joseph Van Dorn shot a look
through the spy hole. The receptionist was a steady man—he would not command a Van Dorn
front desk were he not—but he appeared thunderstruck by the beauty presenting her card, and
Van Dorn noted grimly that the Wild Bunch could have stampeded in and left with the furniture
without the fellow noticing.“I am Dorothy Langner,” she said in a strong, musical voice. “I have
an appointment with Mr. Joseph Van Dorn.”Van Dorn hurried into the reception room and
greeted her solicitously.“Miss Langner,” he said, the faintest lilt of Irish in his voice softening the
harder tones of Chicago. “May I offer my deepest sympathy?”“Thank you, Mr. Van Dorn. I
appreciate your seeing me.”Van Dorn guided her into his inner sanctum.Dorothy Langner
refused his offer of tea or water and got straight to the point.“The Navy has let out a story that
my father killed himself. I want to hire your detective agency to clear his name.”Van Dorn had
prepared as much as possible for this difficult interview. There was ample reason to doubt her
father’s sanity. But his wife-to-be had known Dorothy at Smith College, so he was obliged to
hear the poor woman out.“I am of course at your service, but—”“The Navy says that he caused
the explosion that killed him, but they won’t tell me how they know.”“I wouldn’t read too much
into that,” said Van Dorn. “The Navy is habitually secretive. What does surprise me is they tend
usually to look after their own.”“My father deliberately established the Gun Factory to be more
civilian than naval,” Dorothy Langner replied. “It is a businesslike operation.”“And yet,” Van Dorn
ventured cautiously, “as I understand it, civilian factories have recently taken over many of its
duties.”“Certainly not! Fours and 6s, perhaps. But not the dreadnought guns.”“I wonder whether
that shift troubled your father.”“Father was accustomed to such shifts,” she answered drily,
adding with a faint smile, “He would say, ‘The slings and arrows of my misfortunes are the tugs
and pulls of Congress and local interests.’ He had a sense of humor, Mr. Van Dorn. He knew
how to laugh. Such men don’t kill themselves.”“Of course,” Van Dorn said gravely.The Kellogg



rang again.Saved by my Bell, Van Dorn thought to himself. He stepped to the wall where the
instrument was mounted, picked up the earpiece, and listened.“Send him in.”To Dorothy
Langner he said, “I asked Isaac Bell, my best operative, to step down from an important bank
robbery case in order to look into the circumstances of your father’s death. He is ready to
report.”The door opened. A man in a white suit entered with an economy of motion unexpected
in one so tall. He was well over six feet, leanly built—not more than one hundred seventy-five
pounds—and looked to be about thirty years old. The full mustache that covered his upper lip
was gold, as was his thick, neatly trimmed hair. His face had the robust appearance of an
outdoorsman who was no stranger to sun and wind.His large hands hung still at his sides. His
fingers were long and precisely manicured, although an observer keener than the grieving
Dorothy Langner might have noticed that the knuckles of his right hand were red and
swollen.“Miss Langner, may I present chief investigator Isaac Bell?” Isaac Bell assessed the
beautiful young woman with a swift, penetrating glance. Mid-twenties, he estimated her age.
Intelligent and self-possessed. Desolated by grief yet extraordinarily attractive. She turned to
him beseechingly.Bell’s sharp blue eyes softened in an instant. Now they were tinged violet, his
inquiring gaze veiled with tenderness. He took off his broad-brimmed hat in deference to her,
saying, “I am so sorry for your loss, Miss Langner,” and swept a drop of blood from his hand
with a pure white handkerchief in a motion so graceful as to be invisible.“Mr. Bell,” she asked.
“What have you learned that will clear my father’s name?”Bell answered in a voice pitched low
with sympathy. He was kindly yet direct. “Forgive me, but I must report that your father did
indeed sign out a quantity of iodine from the laboratory store.”“He was an engineer,” she
protested. “He was a scientist. He signed for chemicals from the laboratory every
day.”“Powdered iodine was an essential ingredient of the explosive that detonated the
smokeless powder in his piano. The other was ammonia water. The porter noticed a bottle
missing from his cleaning closet.”“Anyone could have taken it.”“Yes, of course. But there are
indications that he mixed the chemicals in his private washroom. Stains on a towel, a volatile
powder on his toothbrush, residue in his shaving mug.”“How can you know all this?” she asked,
blinking away angry tears. “The Navy won’t let me near his office. They turned away my lawyer.
They even barred the police from the Gun Factory.”“I gained admittance,” said Bell.A male
secretary wearing a vest, bow tie, banded shirtsleeves, and a double-action Colt in a shoulder
holster entered urgently. “Beg your pardon, Mr. Van Dorn. The commandant of the Washington
Navy Yard is calling on the telephone, and he’s hopping mad.”“Tell the operator to switch the
line to this telephone. Excuse me, Miss Langner . . . Van Dorn here. Good afternoon,
Commandant Dillon. How are you today? . . . You don’t say?”Van Dorn listened, casting Miss
Langner a reassuring smile.“. . . Well, if you’ll forgive me, sir, such a general description could
fit half the tall men in Washington . . . It could even describe a gentleman right here in my office
as we speak. But I assure you that he does not look like he’s been at fisticuffs with the United
States Marines—unless the Corps turns out a lesser breed of Leatherneck than in my
day.”Isaac Bell put his hand in his pocket.When Joseph Van Dorn next replied to the caller, it
was with a benign chuckle, though if the commandant had seen the chill in his eyes he might
have retreated hastily.“No, sir. I will not ‘produce’ an employee of mine on your sentries’
assertion that they caught a private detective red-handed. Clearly the man in my office was not
‘caught’ as he is standing here in front of me . . . I will register your complaint with the Navy
Secretary when we lunch tomorrow at the Cosmos Club. Please convey my warmest regards
to Mrs. Dillon.”Van Dorn replaced the earpiece on its hook, and said, “Apparently, a tall, yellow-
haired gent with a mustache knocked down some navy yard sentries who attempted to detain
him.”Bell displayed a row of even white teeth. “I imagine he’d have surrendered quietly if they



hadn’t tried to beat him up.” He turned back to Dorothy Langner, his expression gentler. “Now,
Miss Langner. There is something I must show you.”He produced a photographic print, still
damp from the developing process. It was an enlarged photograph of Langner’s suicide note.
He had snapped it with a 3A Folding Pocket Kodak camera that his fiancée—a woman in the
moving-picture line—had given him. Bell shielded most of the photograph with his hand to
spare Miss Langner the deranged raving.“Is this your father’s handwriting?”She hesitated,
peered closely, then reluctantly nodded. “It looks like his handwriting.”Bell watched her closely.
“You seem unsure.”“It just looks a little . . . I don’t know! Yes, it is his handwriting.”“I understand
that your father was working under great strain to speed up production. Colleagues who greatly
admired him admit he was being driven hard, perhaps beyond endurance.”“Nonsense!” she
snapped back. “My father wasn’t casting church bells. He ran a gun factory. He demanded
speed. And if it were too much for him he would have told me. We’ve been thick as thieves
since my mother died.”“But the tragedy of suicide,” Van Dorn interrupted, “is that the victim can
see no other escape from the unbearable. It is the loneliest death.”“He would not have killed
himself in that manner.”“Why not?” asked Isaac Bell.Dorothy Langner paused before she
answered, noting despite her grief that the tall detective was unusually handsome, with an air
of elegance tempered by rugged strength. That combination was a quality she looked for in
men but found rarely.“I bought him that piano so he could take up music again. To relax him. He
loved me too much to use my gift as the instrument of his death.”Isaac Bell watched her
compelling silvery blue eyes as she pleaded her case. “Father was too happy in his work to kill
himself. Twenty years ago he started out replicating British 4-inch guns. Today his gun factory
builds the finest 12s in the world. Imagine learning to build naval guns accurate at twenty
thousand yards. Ten miles, Mr. Bell!”Bell cocked his ear for a change of tone that might express
doubt. He watched her face for telltale signs of uncertainty in her lyrical description of the dead
man’s work.“The bigger the gun, the more violent the force it has to tame. There is no room for
error. You must bore the tube straight as a ray of light. Its diameter can’t vary a thousandth of
an inch. Rifling demands the artistry of Michelangelo; shrinking the jacket, the precision of a
watchmaker. My father loved his guns—all the great dreadnought men love their work. A steam-
propulsion wizard like Alasdair MacDonald loves his turbines. Ronnie Wheeler up in Newport
loves his torpedoes. Farley Kent his faster and faster hulls. It is joyous to be devoted, Mr. Bell.
Such men do not kill themselves!”Joseph Van Dorn intervened again. “I can assure you that
Isaac Bell’s investigation has been as thorough as—”“But,” Bell interrupted. “What if Miss
Langner is right?”His boss looked at him, surprised.Bell said, “With Mr. Van Dorn’s permission,
I will look further.”Dorothy Langner’s lovely face bloomed with hope. She turned to the founder
of the detective agency. Van Dorn spread his hands wide. “Of course. Isaac Bell will get right on
it with the full support of the agency.”Her expression of gratitude sounded more like a
challenge. “That is all I can ask, Mr. Bell, Mr. Van Dorn. An informed appraisal of all the facts.” A
sudden smile lit her face like a sunbeam, suggesting what a lively, carefree woman she had
been before tragedy struck. “Isn’t that the least I can expect of a detective agency whose motto
is ‘We never give up. Never!’ ”“Apparently you’ve investigated us, too,” Bell smiled back.Van
Dorn walked her out to the reception room, repeating his condolences.Isaac Bell went to the
window that faced Pennsylvania Avenue. He watched Dorothy Langner emerge from the hotel
with a slender redhead he had noticed earlier in the lobby. In any other company the redhead
would be rated beautiful, but beside the gunner’s daughter she was merely pretty.Van Dorn
returned. “What changed your mind, Isaac? How she loved her father?”“No. How she loved his
work.”He watched them hurry to the stop as a streetcar approached, pick up their long skirts,
and climb aboard. Dorothy Langner did not look back. The redhead did, casting an appraising



glance up at the Van Dorn windows as if she knew where to look.Van Dorn was studying the
photograph. “I never saw such a clear picture from film. Near as sharp as a proper glass
plate.”“Marion gave me a 3A Kodak. Fits right in my overcoat. You ought to make them
standard equipment.”“Not at seventy-five dollars each,” said the parsimonious Van Dorn. “They
can make do with Brownies for a buck. What’s on your mind, Isaac? You look troubled.”“I’m
afraid you had better assign the accounting boys to look into her father’s financial affairs.”“Why
is that?”“They found a wad of cash in his desk thick enough to choke a cow.”“A bribe?” Van
Dorn exploded. “A bribe? No wonder the Navy’s playing it close to the vest. Langner was a
government employee empowered to choose from which foundry to buy steel.” He shook his
head in disgust. “Congress hasn’t forgotten the clamor three years ago when the steel trust
fixed the price of armor plates. Well, that explains why she had to relax him.”“It looks,” Isaac
Bell admitted, “like a clever man did something stupid, couldn’t face getting caught, and killed
himself.”“I’m surprised you agreed to look further.”“She is a passionate young lady.”Van Dorn
looked at him curiously. “You are engaged, Isaac.”Isaac Bell faced his boss with a guileless
smile. For a man who was worldly in the many ways he would have to be to be a scourge of
criminals, Joe Van Dorn was remarkably prim when it came to affairs of the heart. “The fact
that I am in love with Marion Morgan does not render me blind to beauty. Nor am I immune to
passion. What I meant, however, is that the strikingly attractive Miss Langner’s belief in her
father is immense.”“Most mothers,” Van Dorn retorted astringently, “and all daughters profess
disbelief when their sons or fathers engage in criminal acts.”“Something about that sample of
his handwriting struck her oddly.”“How’d you happen to find the suicide note?”“The Navy had
no clue how to proceed. So they left everything in place except the body and padlocked the
door to keep the cops out.”“How’d you get in?”“It was an old Polhem.”Van Dorn nodded. Bell
had a way with locks. “Well, I’m not surprised the Navy had no clue how to proceed. In fact, I
imagine they’re paralyzed with fear. They may have President Roosevelt hell-bent on building
forty-eight new battleships, but there are plenty in Congress scheming to rein them in.”Bell
said, “I hate to leave John Scully in a lurch, but can you keep me off the Frye Boys case while I
look into this?”“A lurch is where Detective Scully likes to be,” Van Dorn growled.“The man is too
independent for my taste.”“And yet, a clairvoyant investigator,” Bell defended his colleague.
Scully, an operative not famous for reporting in regularly, was trailing a trio of violent bank
robbers across the Ohio-Pennsylvania border. They had made a name for themselves by
leaving notes written in the blood of their victims: “Fear the Frye Boys.” They had robbed their
first bank a year ago in New Jersey, fled west, robbing many more, then laid low for the winter.
Now they were rampaging east from Illinois in a string of bloody assaults on small-town banks.
As innovative as they were vicious, they employed stolen automobiles to cross state lines,
leaving local sheriffs in the dust.“You will remain in charge of the Frye case, Isaac,” Van Dorn
said sternly. “Until Congress gets around to funding some sort of national investigation bureau,
the Justice Department will continue to pay us handsomely to capture criminals who cross
state lines, and I don’t intend to let a maverick like Scully disappoint them.”“As you wish, sir,”
Bell replied formally. “But you did promise Miss Langner the full support of the agency.”“All
right! I’ll shift a couple of men Scully’s way—briefly. But you’re still in charge, and it should not
take you long to confirm the veracity of Langner’s suicide note.”“Can your friend the Navy
Secretary get me a yard pass? I want to powwow with the Marines.”“What for?” the boss
smiled. “A rematch?”Bell grinned back but sobered quickly.“If Mr. Langner did not kill himself,
someone went to a lot of trouble to murder him and besmirch his reputation. The Marines
guard the gates of the navy yard. They must have seen that someone leave the night
before.”3MORE LIMESTONE!” YELLED CHAD GORDON. GREEDILY watching his newest



torrent of molten iron gush like liquid fire from the taphole into its ladle, the Naval Ordnance
Bureau metallurgist muttered a triumphant, “Hull 44, here we come!”“All canvas and no hull”
was a charge regularly leveled at Chad Gordon for running risks with three-thousand-degree
molten metal that no sane man would.But no one denied that the brilliant star deserved his
own blast furnace in a remote corner of the steel mill in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, where he
experimented eighteen hours a day to create low-carbon pig iron to process into torpedo-
resistant armor plate. The company had to assign him two separate crews of workmen, as
even poverty-stricken immigrants accustomed to working like dogs could not keep up with
Chad Gordon’s pace.On this snowy March night, his second shift consisted of an American
foreman, Bob Hall, and a gang that Hall regarded as the usual bunch of foreigners—four
Hungarians and a gloomy German who had replaced a missing Hungarian. As near as Bob
Hall could make out from their jabbering, their missing pal had fallen down a well or been run
over by a locomotive, take your pick.The German’s name was Hans. He claimed to have
worked at the Krupp Werke in the Ruhr Valley. That was fine with foreman Hall. Hans was
strong and seemed to know his business and understood more English than all four
Hungarians combined. Besides, Mr. Gordon wouldn’t give a damn if the German had come
straight from Hell as long as he worked hard.Seven hours into the shift, a “hang” of partly
solidified metal formed near the top of the furnace. It threatened to block the uptake that vented
volatile hot waste gases. Foreman Hall suggested clearing it before it got any bigger. Chad
Gordon ordered him brusquely aside. “I said, ‘More limestone.’ ”The German had been waiting
for such an opportunity. Quickly, he climbed the ladders to the top of the furnace where
barrows were standing by with fresh stock. Each contained a twelve-hundred-pound load of
iron ore, or coke, or the dolomitic limestone with an unusually high content of magnesia that
the hard-driving Chad Gordon was counting on to strengthen the metal.The German grabbed a
barrow of dolomitic limestone and rolled the two-wheel cart to the mouth of the furnace.“Wait
for the boil!” the foreman bellowed from down at the base where melted impurities were
tumbling from the slag notch. The molten iron and slag in the bottom of the furnace were
roaring at a full three thousand degrees Fahrenheit. But the ore and coke on top had barely
reached seven hundred.Hans didn’t seem to hear him as he dumped the limestone into the
furnace and hurriedly descended the ladders. “You lunatic,” yelled the foreman. “It’s not hot
enough. You blocked the uptake.”Hans shouldered past the foreman.“Don’t worry about the
hang,” Chad Gordon shouted without bothering to look up. “It’ll drop.”The foreman knew better.
The hang was trapping explosive gases inside the furnace. Hans’s dump had only made it
worse. A lot worse. He shouted to the Hungarians, “Get up there and clear the uptake!”The
Hungarians hesitated. Even if they couldn’t fully understand English, they knew the danger of
flammable gases accumulating above the batch. Hall’s clenched fist and angry gestures at the
ladder sent them scrambling to the top of the furnace with bars and picks. But just as they
started to break up the hang it dropped on its own accord in one solid piece. Just like Mr.
Gordon had predicted. Except the barrow of limestone heaped on the cool surface had also
blocked the uptake. When the hang dropped, the sudden burst of outside air into the furnace
combined with the heat below to ignite the trapped waste gases.They exploded with a roar that
lifted the roof off the building and threw it onto a Bessemer converter fifty yards away. The blast
blew boots and clothing off the Hungarians and incinerated their bodies. Tons of fiery debris
splashed down the sides of the furnace. Like a burning waterfall, it drenched the foreman and
Chad Gordon in flames.The German ran, gagging from the stink of cooked flesh. His eyes
were wide with horror at what he had set off and terror that the boiling metal would catch up
with him, too. No one took notice of one man running when suddenly every man in the giant



mill was running. Workers from the other blast furnaces raced to the scene of death, driving
wagons and carts for makeshift ambulances to carry the injured. Even the company thugs
guarding the gate ignored Hans as they gaped in the direction from which he ran.The German
looked back. Flames were shooting into the night sky. The buildings around the blast furnace
were wrecked. Walls had collapsed, roofs tumbled to the ground, and everywhere he saw
fire.He cursed aloud, astonished by the immensity of the destruction he had wrought.THE
NEXT MORNING, changed from his workman’s clothing into a somber black suit and
exhausted from a sleepless night of brooding on how many had died, Hans stepped off a train
at Washington, D.C.’s National Mall Station. He scanned the newsstands for headlines about
the accident. There were none. Steelmaking was dangerous business. Workmen were killed
daily. Only local newspapers in the mill towns bothered listing the dead—and often then only
the foremen for their English-speaking readers.He took a ferry to Alexandria, Virginia, and
hurried along the waterfront to the warehouse district. The spy who had sent him to the steel
mill was waiting in his curious den of obsolete weapons.He listened intently to Hans’s report.
He asked probing questions about the elements that Chad Gordon had introduced into his iron.
Knowledgeable and insightful, he drew from Hans details that the German had barely noticed
at the time.The spy was lavish in his praise and paid in cash what he had promised.“It is not for
the money,” said the German, stuffing it in his pocket.“Of course not.”“It is because when war
comes the Americans will side with Britain.”“That is beyond any doubt. The democracies
despise Germany.”“But I do not like the killing,” Hans protested. Staring morbidly into the lens of
the old battleship searchlight behind the spy’s desk, he saw his face reflected like a decaying
skull.The spy surprised Hans by answering in northern-accented German. Hans had assumed
that the man was American, so perfect was his English. Instead, he spoke like a compatriot.
“You had no choice, mein Freund. Chad Gordon’s armor plate would have given enemy ships
an unfair advantage. Soon the Americans will launch dreadnoughts. Would you have their
dreadnoughts sink German ships? Kill German sailors? Shell German ports?”“You are right,
mein Herr,” Hans answered. “Of course.”The spy smiled as if he sympathized with Hans’s
humane qualms. But in the seclusion of his own mind he laughed. God bless the simple
Germans, he thought. No matter how powerful their industry grew, no matter how strong their
Army, no matter how modern their Navy, no matter how loudly their Kaiser boasted “Mein Feld
ist die Welt,” they always feared they were the little guy.That constant dread of being second
best made them so easy to lead.Your field is the world, Herr Kaiser? The hell it is. Your field is
full of sheep.4IT WAS A CHINAMAN,” SAID MARINE LANCE CORPORAL Black, puffing
smoke from a two-dollar cigar.“If you believe the Gramps Patrol,” puffed Private Little.“He
means the night watchmen.”Isaac Bell indicated that he understood that the “Gramps Patrol”
were the pensioners employed as night watchmen to guard the navy yard inside the gates,
while the Marines manned the gates themselves.He and the husky young leathernecks were
seated at a round table in O’Leary’s Saloon on E Street. They had been generous sports about
their previous encounter, offering Bell grudging respect for his fighting skills and forgiving black
eyes and loosened teeth after only one round of drinks. At Bell’s urging they had polished off a
lunch of steaks, potatoes, and apple pie. Now, with whiskey glasses at hand and Bell’s
Havanas blueing the air, they were primed to be talkative.Their commandant had ordered a list
of everyone who had passed through the gates the night that Arthur Langner had died, they
told him. No names had aroused any suspicion. Bell would get Joe Van Dorn to wangle a peek
at that list to confirm the commandant’s judgment.A night watchman had reported an intruder.
The report had apparently not even reached the commandant, rising no higher up the chain of
command than the sergeant of the gate guard, who had deemed it nonsense.Bell asked, “If it



were true, what the Gramps Patrol reported, why do you suppose a Chinaman would break
into the navy yard?”“Looking to steal something.”“Or after the girls.”“What girls?”“The officers’
daughters. The ones who live in the yard.”Private Little looked around to make sure no one was
listening. The only patron close enough was curled up on the floor, snoring in the sawdust.
“Commandant’s got a couple of lovelies I wouldn’t mind getting to know better.”“I see,” said Bell,
suppressing a smile. The idea of an amorous Chinese infiltrating an American Navy base by
scaling a ten-foot wall guarded by Marines at every gate and watchmen inside did not suggest
a productive path of investigation. But, he reminded himself, while a detective had always to be
skeptical, the wise skeptic dismissed no possibility without first considering it. “Who,” he asked,
“was this old night watchman who told you this?”“He didn’t tell us. He told the sergeant.”“His
name is Eddison,” said Black.“Big John Eddison,” Little added.“How old is he?”“Looks a
hundred.”“Big old man. Nearly as tall you, Mr. Bell.”“Where would I find him?”“There’s a
rooming house where the salts hang out.”Bell found Eddison’s rooming house on F Street
within a short walk of the navy yard. It had a front porch filled with rocking chairs, empty this
cold afternoon. He went in and introduced himself to the landlady, who was laying her long
table for supper. She had a thick Southern accent, and a face still pretty despite the lines
acquired in years of hard work.“Mr. Eddison?” she drawled. “He’s a good old man. Never a bit
of trouble like certain of his shipmates I could name.”“Is he in?”“Mr. Eddison sleeps late, being
as how he works at night.”“Would you mind if I waited?” Bell asked with a smile that flashed his
even teeth and lighted his blue eyes.The landlady brushed a wisp of gray hair from her cheek
and smiled back. “I’ll bring you a cup of coffee.”“Don’t trouble yourself.”“No trouble, Mr. Bell.
You’re in the South now. My mother would spin in her grave if she heard I let a gentleman sit in
my parlor without a cup of coffee.”Fifteen minutes later, Bell was able to say without stretching
the truth too far, “This is the finest coffee I have had since my mother took me to a pastry shop
in Vienna, Austria, when I was only knee-high to a grasshopper.”“Well, you know what I’ve a
mind to do? I’ll put on a fresh pot and ask Mr. Eddison if he’d like to have a cup with you.”John
Eddison would have been even taller than Bell, the detective saw, had age not bent his back.
He had big hands and long arms that must have been powerful in his day, a shock of white
hair, pale runny eyes, the enormous nose that old men often grew, and a firm mouth set in
sagging jowls.Bell extended his hand. “I’m Isaac Bell, Van Dorn investigator.”“You don’t say,”
Eddison grinned, and Bell saw that the slow movement of age masked a sprightly manner.
“Well, I didn’t do it. Though I might have when I was younger. How can I help you, sonny?”“I
was speaking with Lance Corporal Black and Private Little of the Marine guard, and—”“You
know what we said about the Marines in the Navy?” Eddison interrupted.“No, sir.”“A sailor had
to accidentally bang his head four times on a low beam to demonstrate that he was qualified to
join the Marines.”Bell laughed. “They told me that you reported you had surprised a prowler in
the navy yard.”“Aye. But he got away. They didn’t believe me.”“A Chinese?”“Not a
Chinaman.”“No? I wonder where Black and Little got the idea the prowler was Chinese?”“I
warned you about the Marines,” Eddison chuckled. “You laughed.”“What sort of man did the
prowler look like?”“Like a Jap.”“Japanese?”“I told those fools’ sergeant. Sounds like their
sergeant had Chinamen on the brain. But like I said, I don’t think the sergeant believed I saw
anyone at all—Chinaman, Jap—he didn’t believe me, period. Thought I was a stupid old man
having visions. The sergeant asked me if I was drinking. Hell, I haven’t had a drink in forty
years.”Bell couched his next question carefully. He had met very few Americans who could
distinguish Japanese from Chinese. “Did you get a close look at him?”“Aye.”“I was under the
impression it was dark.”“The moon shone square in his face.”“How near were you to
him?”Eddison held up his large, wrinkled hand. “Any closer, I’d have wrapped these fingers



around his throat.”“What was there about him that seemed Japanese?”“His eyes, his mouth,
his nose, his lips, his hair,” the old man fired back.Again, Bell framed his skepticism cautiously.
“Some people say they have trouble telling the two races apart.”“Some people ain’t been to
Japan.”“And you have?”Eddison straightened up in his chair. “I sailed into Uraga Harbor with
Commodore Matthew Perry when he opened Japan to American trade.”“That’s sixty years
ago!” If this wasn’t an ancient mariner’s tall tale, Eddison was even older than he looked.“’Fifty-
seven. I was a main topman on Perry’s steam frigate Susquehanna . And I pulled an oar in the
commodore’s launch. Rowed the Old Man into Yokosuka. We had Japs coming out of our
ears.”Bell smiled. “It does sound as if you are qualified to distinguish Japanese from
Chinese.”“As I said.”“Could you tell me where you caught the prowler?”“Almost caught him.”“Do
you recall how far that was from the Gun Factory?”Eddison shrugged. “Thousand yards.”“Half a
mile,” Bell mused.“Half a sea mile,” Eddison corrected.“Even farther.”“Sonny, I’ll bet you’re
speculating if the Jap had something to do with the explosion in Mr. Langner’s design loft.”“Do
you think he did?”“No way of knowing. Like I say, the Jap I saw was a full thousand yards from
the Gun Factory.”“How big is the navy yard?” Bell asked.The old sailor stroked his chin and
looked into the middle distance. “I’d imagine that between the walls and river, the yard must
take up a hundred acres.”“One hundred acres.” Nearly as big as a northeastern dairy
farm.“Chockful of mills, foundries, parade grounds. Plus,” he added with a meaningful look,
“mansions and gardens—where I intercepted him prowling.”“What do think he was doing
there?’John Eddison smiled. “I don’t think. I know.”“What do you know he was doing there?”“He
was right close by the officers’ mansions. The commandant’s daughters are comely young
ladies. And your Japs, they like the l adies.”5THERE WERE DAYS WHEN EVEN A BOY
GENIUS LIKE GROVER Lakewood was glad for time off from the laboratory to clear his head
of the intricacies of aiming a gun at a moving target from a moving ship. The fire-control expert
spent most days and many nights inventing myriad calculations to counter the effects of roll,
pitch, yaw, and trajectory curves. It was absolutely fascinating work, made all the more intense
by the fact that Lakewood had to devise ways for ordinary minds to apply his calculations in the
midst of battle when guns were thundering, seas breaking, and steel splinters howling through
the smoke.In his spare time he toyed with futuristic formulas to tackle the challenges of cross-
rolling—where he imagined his ships firing ahead instead of broadside—and tried to take into
account the ever-increasing ranges of big guns and the ever-flattening trajectories of high-
velocity shells. Sometimes he had to turn himself upside down like a saltshaker to empty his
brain.Rock climbing offered such a break.A day of rock climbing started with the train ride to
Ridgefield, Connecticut, then a drive across the New York state line in a rented Ford auto to
Johnson Park in the Westchester estate country, then a two-mile hike to a remote hill called
Agar Mountain, all leading to a slow, hard climb up a rock wall to the top of a cliff. The train ride
was a chance to just stare out the window for two hours and watch the land change from city to
farm. Driving the auto required his full attention to the rutted roads. The hike filled his lungs
with fresh air and got his blood going. The climb demanded complete concentration to avoid
falling off the cliff and landing a long, long way down on his skull.This unusually warm weekend
for early spring had brought walkers to the park. Striding purposefully in his tweed jacket,
knickers, and boots, Lakewood passed an old lady on her “constitutional,” exchanged hearty
“Good morning!”s with several hikers, and observed, longingly, a couple holding
hands.Lakewood was quite good-looking, sturdily built, with a ready smile, but working six and
seven days a week—often bunking on a cot at the lab—made it hard to meet girls. And for
some reason, the nieces and daughters that the older engineers’ wives marched in to meet him
were never that appealing. It usually didn’t bother him. He was too busy to be lonely, but now



and then when he saw a young couple he thought, One day I’ll get lucky, too.He hiked deeper
into the park until he found himself alone on a narrow path through dense forest. When he saw
movement ahead, he was disappointed because he was hoping to have the cliff to himself and
concentrate on climbing in peace and quiet.The person ahead stopped and sat on a fallen log.
When he drew closer, he saw it was a girl—and a petite and very pretty girl at that—dressed
for climbing in trousers and lace-up boots like his. Red hair spilled from her brimmed hat. As
she turned her head abruptly toward him, her hair flashed in the sunlight, bright as a shell
burst.She looked Irish, with paper-white skin, a small, upturned nose, a jaunty smile, and
flashing blue eyes, and he suddenly remembered meeting her before . . . Last summer . . .
What was her name? Let’s see, where had they met . . . Yes! The “company picnic,” hosted by
Captain Lowell Falconer, the Spanish-American War hero to whom Lakewood reported his
range-finder developments.What was her name?He was close enough to wave and say hello
now. She was watching him, with her jaunty smile, and her eyes were lighting up with
recognition. Though she looked as puzzled as he felt.“Fancy meeting you here,” she called,
tentatively.“Hello,” said Lakewood.“Was last time at the shore?”“Fire Island,” said Lakewood.
“Captain Falconer’s clambake.”“Of course,” she said, sounding relieved. “I knew I knew you
from somewhere.”Lakewood searched his memory, goading himself: Lakewood! If you can land
a 12-inch, five-hundred-pound shell on a dreadnought steaming at sixteen knots from a ship
rolling in ten-foot seas, you ought to be able to remember the name of this Gibson Girl lovely
who is smiling at you.“Miss Dee,” he said, snapping his fingers. “Katherine Dee.” And then,
because his mother had raised him properly, Lakewood doffed his hat and extended his hand
and said, “Grover Lakewood. How very nice to see you again.”When her smile spread into one
of delighted recognition, the sunlight of her brilliant hair seemed to migrate into her eyes.
Lakewood thought he had died and gone to Heaven. “What a wonderful coincidence!” she said.
“What are you doing here?”“Climbing,” said Lakewood. “Climbing the rocks.”She stared in what
appeared to be disbelief. “Now, that is a coincidence.”“How do you mean?”“Well, that’s why I’m
here. There’s a cliff up that path that I’m going to climb.” She cocked an eyebrow that was so
pale as to be almost invisible. “Did you follow me here?”“What?” Lakewood flushed and began
to stammer. “No, I—”Katherine Dee laughed. “I’m teasing you. I didn’t mean you followed me.
How would you even have known where to find me? No, it’s a perfect coincidence.” Again she
cocked her head. “But not really . . . Do you remember when we talked at the
clambake?”Lakewood nodded. They hadn’t talked as much as he would have liked to. She had
seemed to know everybody on the captain’s yacht and had flitted from one person to another,
chatting up a storm. But he remembered. “We decided we both liked to be out of doors.”“Even
though I have to wear a hat for the sun because my skin is so pale.”More pale skin had been
visible that summery day. Lakewood remembered round, firm arms bared almost to her
shoulders, her shapely neck, her ankles.“Shall we?” she asked.“What?”“Climb the rocks.”“Yes!
Yes. Yes, let’s.”They started along the path, brushing shoulders where it narrowed. Every time
they touched, he felt an electric shock, and he was thoroughly smitten by the time she asked,
“Do you still work for the captain?”“Oh, yes.”“I seem to recall that you told me something about
cannons.”“They call them guns in the Navy. Not cannons.”“Really? I didn’t know there was a
difference. You said ‘they.’ Aren’t you in the Navy?”“No, I work in a civilian position. But I report
to Captain Falconer.”“He seemed like a very nice man.”Lakewood smiled. “ ‘Nice’ is not the first
word that comes to mind for Captain Falconer.” Driven, demanding, and daunting came closer
to the mark.“Someone told me he was inspiring.”“That, he is.”She said, “I’m trying to remember
who said that. He was very handsome, and older than you, I think.”Lakewood felt a hot stab of
jealousy. Katherine Dee was talking about Ron Wheeler, the star of the Naval Torpedo Station



at Newport who all the girls fell over. “Most of them are older than me,” he answered, hoping to
get off the subject of the handsome Wheeler.Katherine put him at ease with a heartwarming
smile. “Well, whoever he was, I remember that he called you the ‘boy genius.’ ”Lakewood
laughed.“Why do you laugh? Captain Falconer said it, too, and he was a hero in the Spanish-
American War. Are you a Boy Genius?”“No! I just started young, is all. It’s such a new field. I
got in at the beginning.”“How could guns be new? Guns have been around forever.” Lakewood
stopped walking and turned to face her. “That is very interesting. But, no, guns have not been
around forever. Not like they are now. Rifled guns can fire tremendous ranges no one ever
imagined before. Why, just the other day I was aboard a battleship off Sandy Hook and—”“You
were on a battleship?”“Oh, sure. I go out on them all the time.”“Really?”“On the Atlantic Firing
Range. Just last week the gunnery officer said to me, ‘The new dreadnoughts could hit Yonkers
from here.’ ”Katherine’s pretty eyes grew enormous. “Yonkers? I don’t know about that. I mean
the last time I sailed into New York on the Lusitania it was a clear day, but I couldn’t see
Yonkers from the ocean.”The Lusitania? thought Lakewood. Not only is she pretty but she’s
rich.“Well, it’s hard to see Yonkers, but at sea you can spot a ship that far. The trick is, hitting it.”
They resumed walking, shoulders bumping on the narrow path, as he told her how the
invention of smokeless powder allowed the spotters to see farther because the ship was less
shrouded in gun smoke.“The spotters range with the guns. They judge by the splashes of shot
whether they’ve fallen short or overshot. You’ve probably read in the newspaper that’s the
reason for all big-guns ships—all the guns the same caliber—so firing one in fact aims all.” She
seemed much more interested than he would expect of a pretty girl and listened wide-eyed,
pausing repeatedly to stop walking and gaze at him as if mesmerized.Lakewood kept
talking.Nothing secret, he told himself. Nothing about the latest range-finding gyros providing
“continuous aim” to “hunt the roll.” Nothing about fire control that she couldn’t read in the
papers. He did boast that he got interested in rock climbing while scrambling up a hundred-foot
“cage mast” the Navy was developing to spot shell splashes at greater distances. But he did
not say that the mast builders were experimenting with coiled lightweight steel tubing to make
them immune to shell hits. He did not reveal that cage masts were also intended as platforms
for the latest range-finding machines. Nor did he mention the hydraulic engines coupled to the
gyro for elevating turret guns. And certainly not a word about Hull 44.“I’m confused,” she said
with a warm smile. “Maybe you can help me understand. A man told me that ocean liners are
much bigger than dreadnoughts. He said that Lusitania and Mauritania are 44,000 tons, but the
Navy’s Michigan will be only 16,000.”“Liners are floating hotels,” Lakewood answered,
dismissively. “Dreadnoughts are fortresses.”“But the Lusitania and Mauritania steam faster than
dreadnoughts. He called them ‘greyhounds.’ ”“Well, if you think of Lusitania and Mauritania as
greyhounds, imagine a dreadnought as a wolf.”She laughed. “Now I understand. And your job
is to give it teeth.” “My job,” Lakewood corrected proudly, “is to sharpen its teeth.” Again she
laughed. And touched his arm. “Then what is Captain Falconer’s job?”Grover Lakewood
considered carefully before he answered. Anyone could read the official truth. Articles were
devoted daily to every aspect of the dreadnought race, from the expense to the national glory
to gala launchings to flat-footed foreign spies nosing around the Brooklyn Navy Yard claiming
to be newspapermen.“Captain Falconer is the Navy’s Special Inspector of Target Practice. He
became a gunnery expert after the battle of Santiago. Even though we sank every Spanish
ship in Cuba, our guns scored only two percent hits. Captain Falconer vowed to improve
that.”The steeply sloped face of Agar Mountain loomed ahead. “Oh, look,” said Katherine. “We
have it all to ourselves. No one’s here but us.” They stopped at the foot of the cliff. “Wasn’t that
crazy man who killed himself blowing up his piano involved with battleships?”“How did you hear



about that?” asked Lakewood. The Navy had kept the tragedy out of the papers, admitting only
that there had been an explosion at the Gun Factory.“Everyone in Washington was talking
about it,” said Katherine.“Is that where you live?”“I was visiting a friend. Did you know the
man?”“Yes, he was a fine man,” answered Lakewood, staring up the rocks, surveying a route.
“In fact, he was on the captain’s yacht for the clambake.”“I don’t believe I met him.”“It was a
darned sad thing . . . Terrible loss.”Katherine Dee turned out to be a strong climber. Lakewood
could barely keep up. He was new to the sport, and noticed that her fingers were so strong that
she would raise her entire weight by the grip of one hand. When she did, she was able to swing
her body to reach high for the next grip.“You climb like a monkey.”“That’s not a very nice
compliment.” She pretended to pout as she waited for him to catch up with her. “Who wants to
look like a monkey?”Lakewood figured he better save his breath. When they were eighty feet
off the ground and the tops of the trees looked like feathers far below, she suddenly pulled
farther ahead of him.“Say, where’d you learn to climb like that?”“The nuns at my convent school
took us climbing on the Matterhorn.”At that moment, Grover Lakewood’s hands were spread
wide, gripping crevices to either side, as he felt for his next toehold. Katherine Dee had
reached a position fifteen feet directly above him. She smiled.“Oh, Mr. Lakewood?”He craned
his neck to see her. It looked like she was holding a giant turtle in her strong white hands.
Except it couldn’t be a turtle this early in the year. It was a large rock.“Careful with that,” he
called.Too late.It slipped from her hands. No it didn’t! She opened her hands.6LANGNER’S
SUICIDE NOTE KEPT TICKLING THE BACK OF Isaac Bell’s mind.He used his pass from the
Navy Secretary to reenter the Gun Factory, opened the Polhem padlock on the design-loft door
again, and searched Langner’s desk. A stack of special hand-laid stock that Langner
apparently reserved for important correspondence matched the paper on which the suicide
note was written. Beside it was a Waterman fountain pen.Bell pocketed the pen, and stopped
at the chemist’s laboratory where Van Dorn maintained an account. Then he took a streetcar
up Capitol Hill to Lincoln Park, a neighborhood that was flourishing as Washingtonians moved
up the Hill from the congested swampy areas around the Potomac River, which turned foul in
the summer heat.Bell found the Langner home directly across the street from the park. It was a
two-story brick row house with green shutters and a wrought-iron fence around a small front
yard. The Van Dorn auditor investigating Arthur Langner’s financial affairs had uncovered no
evidence of a private income. Langner would have had to purchase this new house on his Gun
Factory salary, which, the auditor had noted, equaled that of top managers in private
industry.The house looked newly built—as did all but a handful of old wooden structures on the
side streets—and boasted tall windows. The brickwork was typically ornate, flaring skyward to
an elaborate dentated cornice. But inside, Bell noted in a glance, the house was anything but
typical. It was decorated in a spare, modern manner, with built-in cabinets and bookshelves,
electric lamps, and ceiling fans. The furniture was up-to-date, too, and very expensive—airy yet
strong pieces made by the Glaswegian Charles Rennie Mackintosh. Where, Bell had to ask,
did Langner get the money to pay for Mackintosh furniture?Dorothy was no longer dressed in
black but in a silvery gray color that complemented her eyes and her raven hair. A man trailed
her into the foyer. She introduced him as “My friend Ted Whitmark.”Bell pegged Whitmark as a
hail-fellow-well-met salesman sort. He looked the picture of success, with a bright smile on his
handsome face, an expensive suit of clothes, and a crimson necktie speckled with Harvard
College’s insignia.“More than a friend, I’d say,” Whitmark boomed as he shook Bell’s hand with
a hearty grip. “Closer to a fiancé, if you get my drift,” he added, tightening his grip
emphatically.“Congratulations,” said Bell, squeezing back.Whitmark let go with an easy smile,
and joked, “That’s some shake. What do you do in your spare time, shoe horses?”“Would you



excuse us for a moment, Mr. Whitmark?” Bell asked. “Miss Langner, Mr. Van Dorn asked me to
have a word with you.”“We have no secrets here,” said Whitmark. “At least, none that are any
business of a detective.”“That’s all right, Ted,” said Dorothy, laying a hand on his arm and giving
him a kind smile. “There’s gin in the kitchen. Why not mix us cocktails while Mr. Bell
reports?”Ted Whitmark didn’t like it but he had no choice but to exit, which he did with a grave
“Don’t be keeping her too long, Bell. The poor girl is still recovering from the shock of her
father’s death.”“This will just take a minute,” Bell assured him.Dorothy slid the pocket doors
shut. “Thank you. Ted gets flatteringly jealous.”“I imagine,” said Bell, “he has many good
qualities to have captured your hand.”She looked Bell straight in the face. “I am not rushing into
anything,” she informed him in what the tall detective could not help but interpret as a blunt and
flattering statement of interest from a very appealing woman.“What line is Ted in?” Bell asked,
diplomatically changing the subject.“Ted sells foodstuffs to the Navy. In fact, he’s leaving soon
for San Francisco to get ready to provision the Great White Fleet when it arrives. Are you
married, Mr. Bell?”“I am engaged.”An unreadable smile danced across her beautiful lips.
“Pity.”“To be perfectly honest,” said Bell, “it is not a pity. I am a very lucky man.”“Perfect honesty
is a fine quality in a man. Are you visiting today for more important reasons than to not flirt with
me?”Bell took out the fountain pen. “Do you recognize this?”Her face clouded. “Of course.
That’s my father’s pen. I gave it to him for his birthday.”Bell handed it to her. “You may as well
hold on to it, then. I took it from his desk.”“Why?”“To confirm that he had used it to write his
letter.”“The so-called suicide letter? Anyone could have written that.”“Not quite anyone. Either
your father or a skillful forger.”“You know my position on that. It is not possible that he killed
himself.”“I will keep looking.”“What about the paper the letter was written on?”“It was his.”“I
see . . . And the ink!” she said, suddenly eager. “How do we know it was written with the same
ink as in his pen? Perhaps it wasn’t this pen. I bought it in a stationer’s shop. The Waterman
Company must sell thousands.”“I’ve have already given samples of the ink in this pen and on
the letter to a chemistry laboratory to ascertain whether the ink is different.”“Thank you,” she
said, her face falling. “It’s not likely, is it?”“I’m afraid not, Dorothy.”“But if it is his ink, it still
doesn’t prove he wrote that letter.”“Not beyond all doubt,” Bell agreed. “But I must tell you
frankly that while each of these facts must be investigated, they are not likely to give us a
definitive answer.”“What will?” she asked. She seemed suddenly bewildered. Tears glinted in
her eyes.Isaac Bell was touched by her suffering and confusion. He took her hands in his.
“Whatever it is, if it exists, we will find it.”“The Van Dorns never give up?” she asked with a
brave smile.“Never,” Bell promised, although in his heart he had less and less hope that he
could lay her pain to rest.She clung to his hands. When she finally let them go, she stepped
closer and kissed his cheek. “Thank you. That’s all I can ask.”“I’ll keep in touch,” said
Bell.“Would you stay for a cocktail?”“I’m afraid I can’t, thank you. I’m expected in New York.” As
she walked him to the door, Bell glanced into the dining room and remarked, “That is a
splendid table. Is it a Mackintosh?” “It sure is,” she answered proudly. “Father used to say if
buying a piece of art that he could not afford meant eating beans for supper, he would eat
beans for supper.”
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Joe Da Rold, “The action moves from rail to water.. This is an improvement over the previous
novel in the series: the plot is tighter, and the villain’s identity is kept secret through most of the
book. When it is revealed, it’s a gangster thought to have died many years ago, not a well-
known personage as in the first two books. The action occurs in East Coast and West Coast
ship yards, primarily in the Philadelphia-New Jersey-New York metro area. The plot revolves
around spies from various European countries and Japan escalating the race to build the
largest, most impervious dreadnought warships. The ending confrontation between Bell and
the villain in a superyacht vs. a submarine is pure Cussler excitement. The only hole in the plot
was an explanation for the relationship between the inventor’s daughter Dorothy and the
villain’s ward Katherine Dee. And it bothers me that Cussler kills off so many of his series’ good
guys in each novel. As with The Wrecker, the framing story could have been jettisoned. Other
than those issues, Cussler has gotten the series back on track.”

M. R. Randazzo, “Isaac Bell and the navy. In this 3rd novel, Isaac is involved with a case
involving 3 "brothers" who are rampaging throughout several areas. He gets called into Van
Dorm office in New York to meet a new client whose father had apparently just committed
suicide. The daughter insists that her father could never do this, nor could he sell trade secrets
to foreigners. Isaac agrees to look over crime scene as it hadn't been gone over by the navy,
who was trying to keep this quiet. He finds evidence of forgery in the suicide note as the
signature is more like the father's signature at a much younger age than current. Isaac makes
a promise that the Van Dorn agency will look into the death as well as completing the capture
of the 3 brother band. They are able through questioning figure out who set up the fake suicide
but 2 other developers are also found dead. Bell is approached by a top Admiral who fought in
the war with current President Theodore Roosevelt. He explains to Bell about the new ships
being built and the new guns. He also explains about the shielding material needed for the new
unmaded ships called Hull 44. There were only 5 people plus the Admiral who were involved in
developing the means to achieve this. Of the 5, 3are dead, so the Van Dorn agency places the
remaining 2 under 24 hour watch. This doesn't stop the attackers but they soon figure out that
one person called the Spy is behind everything. Like all Bell stories, we get introduced to the
suspect early in the story but only after Isaac Bell gets beat up a few times, does he realize
who it is.  Isaac and Marion finally decide on a stone for her ring and solve the crime.”

Beamer, “Consistent and Good. Fair point: I did not read the first non-Cussler Bell book. In fact,
it's been a while since Cussler has written alone, right? I hope all is well.I gave this book 4
stars. I'll begin with my complaints:1) Bell is too perfect. He's very much like Pitt, only more.
He's too good. But he's still entertaining.2) The historical nods are obnoxious. For instance, at
one point Bell meets a dancing kid. Before a name is given I'm thinking it's Fred Astair or Gene
Kelly. I couldn't pick either out of a lineup. I couldn't tell you approximate years they lived. I
couldn't tell you a single thing they did. I know zero about them, yet I could still see it coming.
You then get a first name "Fred" and you sigh. Then, at the end of the passage, with a wink
you're told his last name is Astair. It's kind of insulting - you figured that out before it was even
presented. Don't give it to us with a wink, as if there's some surprise or suspense, when it's so
obvious a guy that knows nothing about Fred Astair saw it coming. It really is a bit insulting.



Other historical name-drops are equally frustrating. Characters invent things that eventually be
popular far too easily (in one case it makes some sense, given who says it, in another case
Bell not only has the idea for the invention but comes up with the not-so-obvious name it ended
up receiving.) Lastly, I swear the Lusitania is name-dropped at least 20 times. A few make
sense. 20 are absurd.3) The epilogue is idiotic.What's good?Everything else. It's a quick
moving novel. Maybe it could use some balance away from just Bell, but it works fine as is.
Honestly, I enjoyed the first Bell book and this is only marginally worse. Justin Scott does a
great job keeping up with the original Cussler. If you liked that one you'll like this one. If you like
Cussler at all you'll like this book. It's written down a bit, but it's the minor winks that are dumb,
not the book as a whole (assuming you're supposed to know who the Spy is almost
immediately, and I feel it didn't try to hide it. There's only one suspect until a final train ride,
which is far too late for others. I hope it was intentionally transparent, but feel it was.)Bottom
line - if you're reading this you already know Cussler, and therefore know if you'll like this book.
Like him, like it.So I was surprised to see this book had some 1 star ratings. It isn't a Fargo
book. Turns out it's being torpedoed by angry Kindle fans based upon the pricing. I'll approve of
that. I wouldn't mind $15 Kindle prices when the book is hardcover if we had $5 when it's
paperback. Can't have it both ways. I bought this for $5 used. Had I been a Kindle reader (and I
soon will be) I certainly wouldn't have read this book.”

Guy, “Another cracking yarn Ø=ÜMØ=ÜMØ=ÜM. You can't beat Clive Cussler for an excellent far-fetched
Somehow, I managed to miss this particular tale out while making my way through the Isaac
Bell series. I have now rectified that error!This is a tale of multinational espionage as the
world's great powers race to build bigger and better dreadnought battleships.Isaac Bell hot in
pursuit of the guilty via the luxury trains of the railways of North America.As always, I couldn't
put my Kindle down!If you enjoy Clive Cussler adventures, you'll enjoy this one too! ”

Old Andy, “Interesting Read. The Isaac Bell stories are a little different to vintage Clive Cussler,
maybe because the "and Justin Scott" on the cover probably means Cussler did not write them.
That is no bad thing as, much as I have enjoyed many Cussler fictions, they have become a
little tired. The Isaac Bell stories are all set around an emerging United States of America and
the plots interwoven with commentary on developments in railways, roads, shipping and,
indeed, air travel which makes the reads in interesting insight into rapidly changing times as
well as decent fictional story lines.My only real criticism is that the development of the main
character seems to have taken a step backwards part way through the series. Maybe the
publisher should look at the time frame of the books and public a reading order as it clearly
should not be in the order they were published.”

Filbert The Bold, “Success Story. The Issac Bell series is well written with many layers of
material, seemingly un-related, coming together at the end. Unfortunately the usual Clive
Cussler weak ending still applies, more input on this from the co author please. The bad guy
sees the good guy and promptly gives up, just doesn't work. It is a shame to end it this way.”

dave, “A good read as usual!. Love the usual historical setting with the additional interest of
European countries jockeying for position pre-WW1. With CC's customary intricate and
surprising plot development and a cast of characters both familiar and new, once again Isaac
Bell pursues a challenging adversary and his henchmen across the United States in another
action-packed and gripping adventure.  Isaac Bell devotees will not be disappointed!”



G. Stacey, “Addictive as usual. As the author of the novel 
  
The Agnatum

  
  
and being a huge fan of Adventure Thrillers, The Spy is one of Clive Cussler's hugely
entertaining reads; very addictive and hard to put down, with a plot that has twists to keep you
wondering what's next. Clive Cussler is one of the most prolific writers around and it amazes
me how he can keep churning out such great storylines and characters. Get it, read it and
enjoy it.”

The book by Clive Cussler has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 1,042 people have provided feedback.
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